A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) vibroacoustic sensor exploiting an intensity-based interrogation principle is presented. The optical system is complemented by signal processing techniques that allow disturbances to be mitigated and improve the spectral estimation. The sensor is capable of performing frequency analysis of sounds up to 3 kHz, with top sensitivity in the 100-500 Hz frequency range, and of dynamically tracking pulsed phenomena that induce a strain to the FBG. The sensor has been applied to the detection of voice, showing a great intelligibility of the speech despite the low-quality environment, and to the monitoring of the heartbeat rate from the wrist.
Introduction
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) are commonly employed as basic building blocks of optical fiber sensors for the realization of both static and dynamic monitoring systems [1, 2] . From the application viewpoint, the employment of FBGs combines the advantageous properties typical of optical systems (e.g., intrinsic fire safety, electromagnetic immunity, and reduced invasiveness) with specific characteristics of the grating elements' high sensitivity, in-fiber integration, predictable reaction to temperature variations, and the possibility of realizing multiplexed sensing networks. FBG-based sensors have found their dominant applications in structural and civil engineering, although in recent years some implementations of FBG microphones [3] [4] [5] [6] and underwater sound detectors [7] have attracted a relevant interest in the literature.
Usually the detection of acoustic waves with FBGs is carried out by direct measurement of the strained FBG spectrum, using a tunable source [4] or a tunable receiver [5] to perform a spectral sweep, or wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) spectral decomposition [6] . In this paper, we discuss an alternative realization of a flexible and low-cost FBG vibroacoustic sensor capable of detecting sounds in the low-frequency audible range as well as periodic stimuli such as the heartbeat. The FBG interrogation has been performed with an intensity-based technique using a fixed-wavelength laser source and a photodetector. This configuration permits a significant reduction of the optical complexity of the system, yielding a FBG interrogator sensitive enough to deal with sound pressure without resorting to complex and expensive interferometric setups, but it requires operating in a low signal-to-noise (SNR) condition, as will be discussed in the following. However, the association with adaptive filters [8] , employed in the pretraining configuration typical of telecommunication systems [9] , permits this limitation to be overcome, strongly reducing the noise effect. Moreover, the application of a data-dependent spectral estimator extracts the sound spectrum even in the low SNR regime.
From an application viewpoint, the FBG-based microphone provides an alternative instrument capable of working in harsh conditions where traditional sensors fail or are not allowed. In particular, we intend the proposed system for medical applications such as voice detection and heartbeat monitoring during a CAT scan or MRI, where electromechanical sensors would interfere with the radiation-prone environment. Moreover, in this context the proposed sensor is also very attractive because it is intrinsically safe, preventing electrocution risks for the patients.
In Section 2 we describe the layout of the sensing system and its principle of operation. In Section 3 we discuss the signal processing techniques applied to the sensor. In Section 4 we report the experimental results. Finally, in Section 5 we draw the conclusions.
Sensing System Setup
The principle of operation of the optical interrogator follows the approach first proposed by Morey [10] and subsequently expanded by Wilson et al. [11] . The FBG is employed as a sensing element, exploiting the spectral response shift with respect to variation of strain and temperature, according to a linear model [12, 13] . In our arrangement, the FBG is employed as a tunable filter between a fixed-wavelength laser source and a photodetector: therefore when the FBG is strained by sound pressure, a variation of the output power is recorded. This realization, because of the simple arrangement and the absence of scanning devices, permits achieving a low-cost solution and removing the constraints on the sampling frequency, typical of dynamic FBG interrogation.
The experimental realization of the optical system is sketched in Fig. 1 . To exploit the availability of low-cost devices originally devised for telecommunication applications, the system has been designed to work in the 1:5 μm window. For example, in our experiments the light source is a signal laser diode with emission wavelength around 1560 nm and power of 140 μW; a thermoelectric controller (TEC) is used to stabilize the operating temperature and input current. Since we use highly reflecting gratings (peak reflection >90%) because they have a broader useful range exploitable for interrogation, the laser source is followed by a 30 dB isolation stage to mitigate the effect of the backreflection induced by the FBG [14] ; this permits the laser source stabilization, although slowly fluctuating noise is still present due to the residual backreflection and is removed by means of the adaptive filter. The FBGs used in the experiments have been fabricated in the laboratory on a photosensitive fiber using a 244 nm UV laser and a phase mask with pitch 1071:46 nm and turned out to have a 1:10 pm=μϵ strain coefficient. To protect the gratings and, at the same time, to preserve their sensitivity to the strain induced by sound pressure, they have been coated with a double polyimide strip. The receiver consists of an off-the-shelf telecom photodiode with responsivity 0:9 A=W, followed by a low-noise transimpedance amplifier and two voltage amplifiers. The output voltage is acquired by a National Instruments 6036E 16 bit acquisition card with sampling rate f s and is stored in a buffer for the further data processing described in Section 3.
This configuration permits the realization of a multiplexed FBG interrogator, splitting the laser source into multiple channels and replicating the optoelectronic receiver; this setup requires wavelengthmatched FBGs operating at the same working point. However, a multiplexed structure is affordable only for a low number of sensing points, because of the reduction of the SNR due to the source power splitting.
Owing to the nonlinear profile of the FBG, the sensor requires the evaluation of the voltage-strain calibration curve; however, since the perturbations induced by the sound pressure are small with respect to the FBG bandwidth, we can assume a linear dependence between the output voltage and the correspondent strain, hence avoiding the definition of a calibration curve. The strain resolution of this FBG system is almost unlimited: the only limiting factor is the quantization error of the data acquisition card (0:305 mV in our case), which, projected on the calibration curve (0:012 pm=V in a linear approximation for a typical FBG) and then normalized for the strain coefficient (1:10 pm=μϵ), gives a strain resolution of 3:3 ϵp. To get a good sensitivity and an acceptable SNR, we select as the working point (i.e., the laser source wavelength) the middle point of the FBG half-bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 1 . Since the aim of the sensor is to evaluate dynamic phenomena, temperature effects can be neglected; small temperature variations result in detuning the working point without really affecting the capability of measuring sounds.
Signal Processing Techniques
Signal processing techniques permit remarkable improvements of the optical system performance without changing the optical layout; the data elaboration process is schematized in Fig. 2 .
A. Adaptive Filter
The main disturbances arising in the optical sensor are related to the self-mixing effect, which produces a low-frequency chaotic fluctuation [14] , and to the power supply system that injects spectral lines at 50 Hz and higher-order harmonics into the nonideally shielded optoelectronic receiver. These disturbances can be mitigated by adaptive filters. A preliminary analysis of the input signals has to be carried out to evaluate the operating conditions. For this end we estimated the autocorrelation of a typical acquired signal, in the absence of sounds [ Fig. 3(a) ]. As expected, since the main noise source is the slowly evolving self-mixing, the autocorrelation exhibits an extremely slow decrease, and the input process is still strongly correlated even after 20 s. This noise pattern suggests that the application of an adaptive filter can be really effective in removing noise. The number of samples needed for achieving the full convergence of an L size adaptive filter is related to the ratio between the highest and the smallest eigenvalue of the L × L covariance matrix. Then, to have a preliminary estimate of the convergence time for a typical length, we evaluated the magnitude of the eigenvalues of the 80 × 80 covariance matrix computed from the acquired signal [ Fig. 3(b) ]. We observe a difference of about 10 orders of magnitude between the biggest and the smallest eigenvalue; moreover, the modulus of the eigenvalues presents a fast decrease within eight eigenvalues and then reaches an almost constant level. This extremely high gap suggests that, even for adaptive filters with a low number of taps, a fast converging algorithm is necessary to get a reasonably short convergence time; for this purpose, we applied the exponentially weighted recursive least square (RLS) adaptive filter [15] .
Adaptive filters require the availability of a reference signal. Since we build a stand-alone optical system, it is impossible to resort to external detectors of interference and then perform the typical adaptive noise canceling technique. However, it is possible to exploit the principle of operation of adaptive preequalization in transmission systems [9] , as shown in Fig. 2 : the adaptive filter is applied during a training phase of N T samples that precedes the measurement, and the resulting filter is then applied to the remaining part of the signal, assuming that the operative conditions are not changed. To simplify the system, the training phase is performed in the absence of input sound: thus, the reference sound is simply defined as a constant signal equal to the average of the measurement. Hence, the input signal x½n includes a training set x½1; 2; …; N T , and the remaining part x½N T þ 1; N T þ 2; … is the measurement to be processed. For each iteration n ¼ 1; …; N T , the input signal is filtered through the nth finite impulse response (FIR) filter with coefficients w H ðnÞ and L taps, and, at the same time, through an ideal compensator that returns the desired signal d½n ¼ 1=N T P k x½k∀n ¼ 1; :::; N T . After each iteration, the FIR coefficients are updated by using the RLS algorithm. The training phase is accomplished at the N T th iteration, obtaining the filter w H ðN T Þ. Then, all the remaining data are filtered through this final FIR. The algorithm is safely initialized, setting w H ð0Þ as an all-pass filter. Since the coherence time is long [ Fig. 3(a) ], one can use a training pattern even for extensive measurements without repeating equalization. Figure 4 shows the application of the adaptive filter to the measurement of a 370 Hz pure tone with the FBG sensor, using a RLS filter with 60 taps and forgetting factor 0.9 [15] ; the length of the training phase is 20 s, corresponding to 10 5 samples. The graph compares the fluctuant behavior of the signal acquired during the training phase with that obtained at the adaptive filter output. The oscillations in the input signal are clearly induced by the disturbances, since the sound is not present in this period, and the adaptive filter reduces the noise variance by almost 20 dB. Then, when the filter is applied to the remaining data set (that is in the presence of the 370 Hz tone) the filter mitigates the noise by removing the surrounding noise, as is evident from Fig. 5 , in which the spectral estimate of the acquired and the RLS-filtered signals are compared. The RLS filter length is chosen as a compromise between the efficiency of noise mitigation and computational complexity. Although the low-frequency noise removal is achieved even with a FIR filter with a low number of taps, a more frequency-selective noise canceling, instead, requires a long filter. On the other hand, a high number of taps implies dealing with a ragged frequency response and increases the computational complexity of the RLS algorithm. The choice of 5-10 taps for the filter is enough to assess reduction of >19 dB for the noise variance but does not improve the spectral response in the audible frequency range. Increasing the filter length up to ∼60 taps, instead, provides a good spectral clearance in the useful range and reduces the amplitude of spectral lines located at multiples of 50 Hz; a further growth of the filter length does not remarkably improve the performances. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the power spectral density (PSD) estimation of the 370 Hz reference signal of Fig. 4 , using RLS filters with 5 taps and 60 taps. Clearly, in the first case the adaptive filter has no effect on the spectral response; in contrast, in the second case a good reduction of the noise floor, as well as a ∼10 dB reduction of the power supply disturbances at 100, 150, and 200 Hz is observed, while the 370 Hz frequency peak is completely preserved.
B. Spectral Estimation
Since the aim of the sensor is to deal with sound spectral measurements, a good frequency estimator is necessary. Conventional nonparametric techniques, such as fast Fourier transform (FFT), zero-padding FFT, or Welch-Bartlett periodograms, are affected by intrinsic limitations in terms of resolution and biasing [16] ; on the other hand, parametric estimators, such as the Karhunen-Loeve transform or the correlation-based algorithm require a priori information on the input signal, and hence are impractical when applied to an unknown process [15] . The minimum variance estimator (MVE) proposed by Capon in 1969 [17] brilliantly overcomes this situation. This data-dependent spectral estimator builds, for each arbitrarily chosen frequency, the FIR bandpass filter with an arbitrary number of taps that, applied to the input signal, minimizes the output power without distorting the central frequency. Although this algorithm does not require a priori information, it self-adapts to the input data; in a certain sense, it combines the advantageous properties of both classes of previously mentioned frequency estimators. The main drawbacks of the MVE are the low spectral selectivity and the high computational complexity, both related to the number of taps of the FIR filters. An efficient implementation of the MVE permits the computation time to be sped up [18] . The main characteristics of the Capon estimator are summarized in Fig. 6 . The comparison of the MVE to the FFT and the Welch periodogram clearly shows the absence of spectral fluctuations due to the bias effect, typical of the FFT and even stronger in the zero-padding FFT; moreover, the absence of resolution constraints permits the achievement of a high accuracy, unlike for the Welch periodogram, in which the frequency step is even greater than that of the Fig. 5 . Estimated PSD of a 370 Hz pure tone, applying a 5-tap and a 60-tap RLS adaptive filter, normalized to the 370 Hz peak value. FFT. The spectral selectivity is lower than that achievable with the FFT and depends on the number of taps. The threshold SNR, i.e., the minimum SNR that assesses a correct frequency estimation, is approximately −25 dB when applying the MVE by using FIR filters with 500 taps and grows slightly with increasing filter length. Figure 6 (c) reports the computation time (CT) of the MVE, normalized for the time T 0 , which is the CT of a MVE with 40-tap filters performed on a 1000-sample input signal and is equal to 30 ms for the hardware speed employed for this computation.
Experimental Results
In this section, we discuss the main results achieved by the optical sensor, divided into three parts. We evaluate the main performances of the FBG sensor first, and then we focus on the target applications of voice recognition and heartbeat detection.
A. Performance
The FBG sensor performance was evaluated by using as audio source a loudspeaker controlled by an arbitrary waveform generator; the FBG was prestrained and placed on the loudspeaker by means of scotch tape, fixing it on the external part of the speaker, and therefore avoiding direct contact with the inner diaphragm. This arrangement permits the definition of an accurate reference value for sound frequency and at the same time simulates a poor-quality environment for the sensor operations. As an example, in Fig. 7 we report the results of the acquisition of sinusoidal tones with different frequencies, plotted in the time and frequency domains, after the application of the 60-tap RLS adaptive filter. We observe that, although the strong noise affects the waveform, the MVE is always capable of extracting the correct input frequency.
The frequency response of the combination of the loudspeaker and the optical microphone has been evaluated by driving the loudspeaker with a sinusoidal signal with fixed amplitude and then measuring the corresponding PSD estimation at the sine frequency. We report in Fig. 8 the obtained frequency response in the range 0−25 kHz, setting the sampling frequency to 5 kS=s and the MVE length to 500 taps.
We observe that the frequency response is not flat, but exhibits a highly sensitive region around 100-500 Hz, with top sensitivity at 250 Hz, a frequency peak close to 750 Hz, and a third peak around 2100 Hz. The level of the noise floor is approximately −56 dB=Hz for 500 taps. With an increased sampling rate, the FBG sensor is capable of correctly detecting sounds up to 3 kHz; hence, the whole range 0−3 kHz can be exploited for sensing applications.
We measured the repeatability of the sound frequency by running 20 spectral estimates of a sinusoidal waveform with duration 1 s, generated with accuracy of 1 part in 10 6 (1 ppm) by the arbitrary waveform generation, and then measuring the interval of the maximum spectral response over a 0:001 Hz wavelength grid. We obtained a repeatability interval of 0:008 Hz (0.004%) at 210 Hz, 0:08 Hz (0.010%) at 760 Hz, 0:13 Hz (0.012%) at 1:06 kHz and 0:17 Hz (0.009%) at 0:91 kHz. The best repeatability interval coincides with the top sensitivity of the FBG to the input sound pressure.
B. Voice Detection
The good sensitivity of the FBG to low-frequency sounds suggests the employment of the sensor as an optical microphone. To validate the voice detection capability, we tested the sensor in a poor-quality arrangement: the FBG has been fixed with cellophane tape to the output of a notebook computer, for the measurement of the recorded speech. We set the sampling frequency to 8 kS=s, close to the 8912 Hz of the typical sound recorder; the acquired sound has been processed with the RLS filter with 60 taps, computed on a training set of 20 s acquired under silent conditions.
We report in Fig. 9 the spectral estimation of a sample sound, corresponding to a recorded reference speech played on a personal computer speaker. The spectrum of the sound recorded by the FBG is clearly much more ragged than the input voice; however, it reproduces the same qualitative trend: the positions of the several spectral peaks are approximately the same, and this coincidence is more accurate in the range 300-1000 Hz. The speech and the speaker's tone are perfectly intelligible. We compared the FBG sensor to a standard low-quality microphone, with 8192 Hz as sampling rate and 8 bit quality: this device records a different spectrum, with a much less noisy response but without a perfect reproduction of the profile of the input sound. However, the audible sound quality of the FBG sensor with RLS processing and the standard microphone are comparable. Figure 10 reports another spectral measurement of an input voice, performed over 1 s of recorded speech and dividing the spectral estimate into three regions. Although it is clearly visible that, because of the nonconstant frequency response of the FBG, the spectral level is not perfectly reproduced in each spectral region, we observe a good superposition of the several spectral peaks corresponding to the acquired sound. In the range 700-1100 Hz we observe an almost perfect reproduction of the input sound, achieving perfect intelligibility of the voice. In contrast, in the ranges 300-700 and 1100-1500 Hz the sound recorded by the FBG does not perfectly coincide with the input sound. The fact that the spectral levels of the input and the measured spectrum do not coincide is imputable to the frequency response of Fig. 8 but has not been compensated, since it does not drastically affect the perceived sound. We repeated similar voice measurements with different speakers several times, assessing a good intelligibility of the recorded speech; as a matter of fact, the sound quality of the proposed FBG sensor is approximately the same as that of a low-quality standard microphone.
C. Heartbeat
A preliminary test for validating the capability of the sensor to react to pulsed stimuli has been performed by using an Internet metronome [19] , with different beat rates, fixing the FBG to the personal computer speaker. In this case, the spectral analysis is performed only in the low-frequency range, focusing on the repetition rate of the target sound rather than on its spectral content. This measurement requires a good selection of the signal processing parameters: at the same time, a high sampling frequency is required in order to acquire the whole spectrum of the target sound, but a good spectral selectivity is necessary for finely discriminating the repetition rate. In our measurement, we keep 5 kS=s as the sampling frequency, and we focus the frequency estimation on the range 0-5 Hz, with a step of 0:01 Hz; this means that the required resolution, in terms of digital frequency, is 2 × 10 −6 , which is feasible only if the MVE filters have a high number of taps (> 1500). To reduce the target resolution constraints without increasing the sampling rate of the acquisition card, it is possible to apply a polyphase resampling [20] on the input signal. In the following measurements, the RLSfiltered signal is further resampled with rate 5=17, and then the MVE is applied by using FIR filters with 2000 taps. Since the Capon algorithm is efficient only if the input signal length is at least two times longer than the FIR filters length, these settings require operating on a time interval longer than 2:72 s. We report in Fig. 11 the estimated spectra, over the range 60-160 min −1 with span 0:01 min −1 , of three different signals obtained for different beat rates. Despite the disadvantageous measurement conditions, which result in a poor spectral selectivity and a low signal level (∼6-9 dB over the floor), the spectral estimation extracts the beat repetition rate with quite good accuracy.
This measurement suggests the possibility of applying the FBG sensor for detecting the periodic pulses typical of the heartbeat. For this purpose, the sensing FBG has been strained and fastened on the wrist of a reference patient. Since the vibrations caught by the FBG have an extremely low amplitude, and therefore are completely embedded in Fig. 9 . Detection of vocal sound through the optical sensor. The graph reports the 100-1300 Hz MVE spectrum estimation of a sample voice saying "Hello" and the correspondent sound acquired and RLS-filtered by the FBG sensor. The input sound has been also recorded by a standard microphone in 8 bit quality. Fig. 10 . Estimated spectrum of a sample speech (gray dashed curves) is compared with the corresponding FBG sensor output (black solid curves); the spectrum is divided into three bandwidths (300-700, 700-1100, 1100-1500 Hz). noise, we need to push all the signal processing techniques; hence, the number of taps for the MVE filters for frequency estimation has been set to 2000, the number of RLS taps has been increased to 200, and the duration of the acquisition phase has been increased to 1 min; it is particularly important to provide the RLS filter with a good selectivity in order to have an accurate canceling of the low-frequency selfmixing noise that is close to the spectral range of interest. This increase of the computational complexity is clearly unaffordable for real-time processing, but, if the arrangement is optimal, permits the heartbeat rate to be estimated from the spectral response. We report in Fig. 12 the recorded spectrum of 20 s acquisition time, after data processing. We observe a spectral peak at the frequency of 69:9 bpm (beats per minute), which is compatible with the typical heartbeat rate; the amplitude of the heartbeat spectrum is only 5 dB higher than the floor, and the spectral selectivity is poor, confirming the criticality of this measurement.
Conclusions
We have described the realization of a FBG dynamic interrogation system, which transduces the wavelength shift of the sensing FBG into an intensity modulation. The application of signal processing techniques, which are often absent in optical systems, increases the performance of this interrogation technique by removing disturbances arising within the sensor while preserving a simple optical layout. The proposed sensor is intended to provide a good replacement for standard microphones for all the applicative contexts in which electromagnetic instrumentation is not allowed, e.g., in medical computerized tomography machines or in nuclear magnetic resonance chambers. To simulate an applicative context, in which the setup of the FBG is often critical, we focused the measurement session on poor-quality arrangements, to demonstrate the sensor operability even in worst cases. The several measurements confirm that the sensor is capable of detecting, to good accuracy, the spectral components of input sounds up to 3 kHz, being also capable of reconstructing voice sound and preserving the intelligibility of the speech and of the speaker's tone. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the optical sensor, applied to track the repetition rate of weak pulsed sounds, such as the heartbeat, is capable of extracting the desired spectral estimate, although its configuration for this application still requires a critical positioning on the patient's wrist and needs time-consuming signal processing algorithms.
